Laundry Care

Miele Laundry Care

The perfect laundry care system for
your favourite garements.
For over hundred years Miele has led the
way in laundry technology. Important
milestones have included the world's first
washing machine with micro-processor
sensors and the revolutionary Miele
honeycomb drum.
With this current range of washing
machines and tumble dryers, Miele is again
setting new standards by combining
legendary, tried and tested Miele quality
with an elegant design to achieve an
exceptional laundry care system for the
next generation.
Miele, forever better.
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Miele Laundry Care
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Since 1899, we have been proud
to make products that live up to
our mantra, “Immer Besser” — a
German phrase that translated to
English means “Forever Better.”
To us, “Immer Besser” is more
than just an expression; it is our
commitment to continually
enhance our products through
design and innovation. The result
is superior quality products that
perform both reliably and
efficiently.
Ever since its first laundry
machine was built in 1900, Miele
has been helping customers care
for their clothes professionally at
home. Made in Germany, every
innovation in our machines, like
our patented honeycomb drum, is
engineered not only to clean
clothes better, but also to make
clothes last longer by reducing
fabric strain and wear. Even more,
all Miele washers and dryers are
tested to last the equivalent of
twenty years. So treat your
clothes to an unsurpassed level of
professional care right in your
home.
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Miele Laundry Care
Product Range
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Miele W1000 range:
Modern look, perfected technology.
Innovative design and simplicity
of operation are the distinguishing features
of this range. The distinctive front panel
design follows the flow of the convex front
panel. The controls are clearly structured
and visible.
Models in this range are ideally suited for
side-by-side installation as well as for
stacking towers. They can also be slotted
under a worktop.

The W3000 range:
Classic convenience
Do you prefer the classic Miele design? Or
do you already own a tumble dryer from
this range and wish to complement it with
another appliance? Then this range is
perfect for you! They are suitable for
stacking, side-by-side and, for models
with straight control panels, also for
building under a worktop. They are
available in white or stainless steel.
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Washing Machines and Tumble Dryers
Controls
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The best Miele for you
Miele washing machines and tumble dryers
are intuitive and convenient to operate. To
accommodate your individual preferences
and requirements, Miele offers two control
concepts, each of which has a variety of
helpful functions. Your new Miele - created
just for you!  

Single line LCD display, program selection by rotary control dial and buttons
Clever: the most important programs and functions - all at a glance.

Three line LCD display with large lettering, large text on the control panel, program
selection by push-button , back-lit program options
Clever: As easy as pushing a button
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Washing Machines
Product highlights

Your clothes: cherished pieces for looking
good and feeling great in – and not
precious for that reason alone!
Do you love fashionable and unique
clothes? If you do, then the value of a
washload could be worth more than the
cost of the machine itself! It pays then to
give your clothing the best possible care, to
help maintain its value for as long as
possible: with a Miele washing machine
and tumble dryer.
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The patented Miele honeycomb drum

Laundry care with the unique
honeycomb structure
With the unique concave honeycomb
surface structure, the Miele honeycomb
drum forms a fine film of water between the
textiles and the drum wall, which gently
cushions your laundry, giving it optimum
care.

Unique drum perforations
The perforations in the Miele honeycomb
drum are noticeably smaller than in
standard drums; the rim of each individual
hole is polished smooth, meaning far less
mechanical stress for your textiles and no
burling, even on the highest spin speeds.  

Honeycomb drum

Standard drum

The result
The "WFK Research
Institute for Cleaning
Technology", Krefeld verifies the optimum
laundry care with the  Miele honeycomb
drum.

Optimum care
Thread pulls and burling are clear signs of
textile wear. The Miele honeycomb drum
demonstrably inhibits such effects.
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Washing Machines
Design and Convenience

AutoClean
This Miele detergent drawer is
automatically rinsed out during every
program with a number of powerful bursts
of water, keeping the detergent
compartments spotlessly clean.

Extra quiet
Using a special drum rhythm and automatic
"rinse hold", the Miele washing machine is
even quieter on selected programs, which
you will apppreciate if the washing machine
is located in the living area.
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Convenient loading angle
The doors of Miele laundry appliances
open especially wide. The wide opening
and the ergonomic loading angle make
loading and unloading more comfortable,
giving you a better view into the drum and
saving your back.

Drum lighting
Many Miele washing machines are fitted
with maintenance-free power LEDs, which
perfectly illuminate the Miele honeycomb
drum, so that garments are not overlooked
when unloading.

Automatic load recognition
All Miele washing machines have the
intelligent automatic load recognition
function.  It matches the required water
volume exactly to the load size, using only
as much water and energy as required for
optimum washing and rinsing results.   

Professional Balance System
All Miele washing machines are able to
recognise washload distribution imbalance
in the drum when spinning. The textiles,
including larger items, are optimally
redistributed by clever drum rotation for
best spin results.

Capacity
Miele washing machines offer great
capacity, allowing you to wash even your
largest items such as pillows and duvets
easily.

Watercontrol system (WCS)
With WCS a water level sensor controls the
water inflow. If the normal water level is not
reached, inflow is stopped. If water should
ingress inside the appliance, the inlet valve
is closed and the water pumped away into
the suds container.
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Washing Machines
Safety and Quality
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Tested for a 20 year lifespan
The WFK Research Institute for
Cleaning Technology e.V. Krefeld tested
washing machines from 6 different
manufacturers. The result: only the 3 Miele
machines passed the test. In order to
comply with the highest quality
standards,  Miele subjects its appliances to
stringent and prolonged tests. Test
duration for Miele washing machines totals
10,000 operating hours. This corresponds
to a lifespan of 20 years. No other
manufacturer tests as strenuously as
Miele.

Foam regulation
If too much detergent is dispensed, this
results in excessive build-up of foam.
Miele washing machines balance this out
automatically in the wash, spin and/or rinse
phases, guaranteeing optimum wash and
rinse results every time.

Optical interface
All Miele washing machines have an
integral PC interface. In case of a fault, the
Miele service engineer can communicate
with your appliance via a laptop and quickly
identify the source of the problem.

Emergency door release
In case of a power cut, the door can be
released for removal of your washing.

Child safety
The door cannot be opened during a wash.
The child safety lock also prevents the
alteration or ending of wash programs.  
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Washing Machines

Textile-specific special programs
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Different textiles - different requirements. The Miele special programs
are a perfect match.

Normal
For a combined wash load of cottons and
minimum iron items.

Colours
For the gentle care of colours fabrics.

Denim / Jeans
Protects your favourite jeans from fading
and creasing.

Dark
A gentle program for dark colours items to
preserve the intensity of the colours.

Handwash
Cleans and cares for delicate handwash
textiles that needs particular attention.

Quick Rinse
Use too much detergent? Still have
detergent suds on your clothing? Quick
rinse is perfect for those situations.

Pillows
Program designed especially for pillows.

Drain/Spin
Spinning program using the maximum spin
for soaked items.  

Outerwear
Maintains the technical properties (e.g.
breathability) and softness of outdoor
clothing such as Gore-Tex, Sympatex,
Windstopper jackets and trousers etc.  
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Washing Machines

Textile-specific special programs

Individual care for your laundry to keep it beautiful for years to come.
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Custom
Customize your own wash program by
adjusting water temperatures and spin
speeds.

Extra White
Whites will never look brighter.

Beach Towels
For cleaning of your beach towels.
Excellent rinse results, even for very thick
towels.

Table Linens
For those linens that require that much
more attention. A gentle, yet effective
cycle that takes care of even your most
delicate of table linens.

Comforters
Smooth and gentle with a sensitive drum
rhythm, a special spin profile and optimum
spin results.

Express
For rapid cleaning or freshening-up of
lightly soiled textiles. Quick and effective
due to the special "rinse wash".

Sanitize
Bacteria and dust mites are killed off by the
high water levels and extended
temperature holding times. So allergy
sufferers can breathe easily.

Wrinkle-free
Damp, freshly washed textiles are
effectively smoothed. Reduces ironing by
up to 50%.

Dress Shirts
Prevents creasing of shirts and blouses
and reduces ironing time.

Delicates
For the gentle care of synthetic or delicate
fabrics.

Woolens
Gentle care for woolen and wool-blend
garments - even if the care label says hand
wash only.

Silks
Cleans and cares for delicate silks and any
handwash textiles which do not contain
wool.

Outerwear
Quick and gentle cleaning of weather
resistant textiles.
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Washing Machines

Efficiency and Sustainability
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The classic Miele chrome ring
The sleek and elegant chrome ring
harmonizes perfectly with the Miele
housing design. It is knock, dent and
scratch proof and looks as good as new
even after many years.

Enamelled front
Miele is the only white goods manufacturer
to enamel the front of all washing
machines. The superior enamelling is
scratch- and corrosion-, acid- and alkalineresistant, easy to clean and colourfast.

The patented Miele door
The W1000 range is fitted with this
innovative door. It is knock and dent proof,
and can withstand the greatest of stress. It
is manufactured in a two-component
process which is also used for safety
helmets.
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Tumble Dryers
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Tumble Dryers
Product Highlights

Your clothes: cherished pieces for looking good and feeling great in.
And not precious for that reason alone…
The value of a dryer load can amount to
more than that of the tumble dryer itself. A
good reason to maintain the value of your
laundry for as long as possible. Useful
special programs and intelligent functions
such as PerfectDry system help to dry your
laundry gently and economically.
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The patented Miele honeycomb drum

Laundry care with the air-cushion
effect
Your laundry floats softly on an air cushion
which forms in the depressions of the
sculpted honeycomb structure for a far
gentler and less creased drying result,
which makes ironing easier too.

Laundry care with a special lifting
action
Thanks to the unique honeycomb structure,
the laundry is drawn higher up the rotating
drum, allowing it to hover longer in the
warm air, subjecting it to less mechanical
handling.

Better results
The independent Hohensteiner Institute
confirm that Miele tumble dryers dry
laundry more evenly and with fewer
creases.

PerfectDry: perfectly dried laundry
The patented PerfectDry system
continually measures the remaining
humidity of the laundry and so ensures
perfect drying: reliably, regardless of water
quality.
PerfectDry recognises the conductivity of
the water and customises the drying
process accordingly, preventing over- or
under-drying, and ensuring the desired
degree of dryness every time.

Large drum capacity
The rounded soft ribs of the Miele
honeycomb drum ensure gentle laundry
tumble with larger loads or large items.
Miele has the right appliance to suit every
need.
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Tumble Dryers

Design and convenience

Intelligent drum reversal
A Miele tumble dryer alters the direction of
its drum rotation at irregular intervals,
preventing tangles and ensuring even
drying with fewer creases.

Integrated condensate drain
hose
All Miele condenser dryers, including the
heat pump dryers, have an integrated
condensate drain hose with hose stowage,
allowing you to drain the water directly into
the sink or into the drain, and eliminating
the need to empty the condensate
container.
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Crease care
If you cannot remove your laundry
immediately at the end of the program,
crease care ensures that the textiles are
gently moved at regular intervals to prevent
the formation of creases.

Drum lighting
All Miele tumble dryers in this brochure are
equipped with a drum light, illuminating the
honeycomb drum perfectly, so that
garments cannot be overlooked when
unloading.

Convenient loading angle
Miele doors can be opened particularly
wide. With the large loading door and the
ergonomic drum loading angle, loading and
unloading a Miele tumble dryer is
extremely convenient. You have a better
view into the drum and your back is spared.
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Tumble Dryers

Textile specific special programs

Different textiles, different requirements - The Miele special programs
are a perfect match.
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Mixed
For a mixed load of cotton and easy care
garments.

Normal
Standard program makes sure your
laundry is always ready to go.

Extra Dry
To dry fabrics necessitate an extra dry
program as towels.

Wrinkle free
Ensures less creasing for shirts and
blouses and cuts down on ironing.

Woollens
For the gentlest care of your woollens –
makes your favourite items soft and fluffy.

Fluff
Perfect even drying for pillows, whether
down, feather or synthetic filling.

Delicates
For the gentle care of synthetic or delicate
fabrics.

Timer 15 / 20 / 30 / 45 minutes
Cold or warm, set the time you want to dry
your laundry the way you decide.

Tumble Dryers

Efficiency and Sustainability

Optical interface
All Miele tumble dryers have an integrated
optical interface. In the event of a fault, the
service engineer can communicate with
your tumble dryer via a laptop to diagnose
the cause of the fault quickly.

Empty out container indicator light
An LED signal or information in the display
indicates when the condensate container
needs to be emptied. (Does not apply with
automatic condensate drainage)

Miele Service certificate *
With exclusive Miele appliance protection
we offer the option to extend the appliance
guarantee to either 5 or 10 years. For a
small fee, all repair costs are covered for
the entire period of the guarantee – giving
you ultimate peace of mind and the very
best service for your valuable Miele
appliances. You can arrange Miele
appliance protection at any time within two
years of buying your Miele appliance.

Buzzer
When the drying program is finished, a
buzzer sounds, so your laundry does not
have to spend longer than necessary in the
drum.

Clear airways indicator light
The “clear airways” indicator light warns of
fluff or foreign bodies in the airways.
Cleaning the fluff filters and condenser unit
will restore the dryer to efficient operation.
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Washing Machines and Tumble Dryers
Feature Chart
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Washer W1000/3000

Models
Controls
Novotronic
Touchtronic
Available finishes
White
Stainless steel
Control Panel Positioning
Programs
Normal
Colours
Wrinkle–free
Sanitize
Handwash
Woolens
Silk
Custom
Extra White
Delicates
Darks/Denim
Denim/Jeans
Dress Shirts
Pillows
Outwear
Table Linens
Beach Towels
Express
Drain/Spin
Quick Rinse
Comforters
Versatility
Capacity (kg)
Extended Option
Heavy Soil Option
Sensitive Option
Delay Start / Countdown Timer
Child Safety Lock
Buzzer on/off
Design
Drum light
Bleach Dispenser
Water Control System
Enameled Front
Stainless Steel Drum
Matching Pedestal
Performance
1000 W Heating Element
Annual Energy Consumption
Energy Star Qualified
Maximum Spin Speed
Maximum Temperature
Miele Price
Miele Advantage

Miele Advantage Plus

W1623

W3037

•

–

–

•

–
straight
10
•
•

•
•

–
angled
17
•

–

•

•

•

•

–
–
–
–
•

•
•

–

•

–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•

–
•

•

–
•
•
•

•

•

–
–

–

•

6 kg

•
•
•

–/•

•

•

7 kg

•
•

•

•/•

•

•

–
–
–

•

•

–
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Microperforated
–
189 kWh

1300 rpm
95° C/203° F

$1,699.00
$1,909.00
$2,209.00

Honeycomb
WTS410
139 kWh

1400 rpm
70° C/158° F

$2,499.00
$2,709.00
$3,009.00
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Dryer T7000/8000

Models
Controls
Novotronic
Touchtronic
Available finishes
White
Stainless steel
Control Panel Positioning
Programs
Normal
Wrinkle–Free
Mixed
Woolens
Smoothing
Express
Dress Shirts
Denim/Jeans
Timed Cold
Timed Warm
Sturdy
Fluff
20 min
45 min
Dryness Levels
Extra dry
More Dry
Normal
Less Dry
Hand Iron
Rotary Iron
Versatility
Capacity (kg)
Turbo Option
Gentle Option
Low Temperature Option
Interim drying state indicators
Anti–creasing
Buzzer on/off
Design
Drum light
Large Lint Filter
Glass Door
Stainless Steel Front
Enameled Front
Stainless Steel Drum
Matching Pedestal
Stacking Kit
Performance
Drying System
Annual Energy Consumption
Miele Price
Miele Advantage

Miele Advantage Plus
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T7634

T7644C

T8023C

•

•

–

–

•

–

•

•
•

–
straight
10

–
straight
10

–
angled
8

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

–
–
–
–
4
•

•
•

•

–

•

•

•

–
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•

–
–
–
–
4

•

•
•
•
•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

6 kg
–

6 kg
–

•

•

•

–
–

•

•
•
•
•

–
–

•

•
•

•

7 kg

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

–

•

•

•

•

–
–

–
–

–
–

Smooth
–
WTV414

Smooth
–
WTV414

Honeycomb
–
WTV407

Vented
431 kWh

Condenser
–

Condensor
–

•

•

$1.249,00
$1.459,00
$1.759,00

•

•

$1.549,00
$1.759,00
$2.059,00

•

•

$1.949,00
$2.159,00
$1.459,00

Laundry Care
Accessories

Washer-dryer stacks and pedestals
Miele washing machines and tumble dryers can be combined into a stack to save space.
The washing machine must always be on the bottom.  
A stacking kit is required for complete stability. The table on the right will show you which
one is best for your appliances. All stacking kits are finished in lotus white or stainless steel,
to match Miele appliances.
The pedestals can be used both with washers and dryers.

WTV 407 and WTV 414
This stacking kit features an integrated push-pull
worktop - and is designed to help you achieve a
comfortable and convenient atmosphere. (WTV 407
is for model W3033 White, WTV 414 is for model
W1612)

WTS 410
The WTS 410 is a pedestal for washing machine
and dryers W3033 and T8000 series. The pedestal
is lotus white and an integrated drawer is designed
in it to permit the storage of detergents or
accessories for exemple.
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www.mieleboutique.ca

Online Shop: Find easily all Miele Accessories and CareCollections

Original Miele dustbags
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Laundry Care
CareCollection

Miele UltraWhite detergent

Miele UltraColor liquid detergent

Delicates detergent

For the best wash results in Miele washing
machines.
• Powerful formula with active oxygen – for a
dazzling white wash
• Excellent stain removal even at low temperatures
• Very concentrated
• Temperature range: 20-95°C
• Contents: 2.5 kg

For the best wash results for coloured and dark
textiles in Miele washing machines.
• Colour protection formula for brighter colours
• Excellent stain removal even at low temperatures
• Temperature range: 20-60°C
• Contents: 2 l

For the best wash results for woollens, silks and any
delicate fabrics in Miele washing machines.
• Colour protection formula for brighter colours
• Special care complex containing wheat protein
• Fibre protection against felting
• Very concentrated
• Temperature range: 20-60°C
• Contents: 1.5 l

Fabric Softener

Fabric Protector

Find all the Miele laundry care product
range online at www.mieleboutique.ca

For the best results in Miele washing machines.
• Fresh, natural fragrance
• For softer laundry  
• Contents: 2L

For the best results in Miele washing machines.
• Ideal for sportswear and rainproof clothing
• Effective proofing against moisture and dirt
• Retains the breathability of the fabric  
• Contents: 250 ml

*available in 1.8kg Powder
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Down detergent

Sportswear detergent

Outerwear detergent

For the best wash results in Miele washing
machines.
• Ideal for pillows, sleeping bags or expensive down
   garments
• Retains the elasticity of the feathers
• Retains the breathability of the shell fabric
• Down retains its loft and does not become lumpy  
• Contents: 250 ml

For best wash results in Miele washing machines.
• Perfect for breathable sportswear
• Built-in odour absorption neutralises unpleasant
   odours
• Cleans and cares for colours
• Retains the properties of fleece
• Retains shape stability of textiles  
• Contents: 250 ml

For best wash results in Miele washing machines.
• Perfect for expensive outdoor and utility clothing
• Cleans and cares for colours
• With wool wax – like a conditioning treatment for
the membrane
• Contents: 250 ml

Miele ForeverCare

Delivery, Installation, Customer Service
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Miele ForeverCare

Miele ForeverCare

What is Miele ForeverCare?

With Miele ForeverCare, you get a
guarantee. A guarantee that our
commitment to you extends far
beyond the time you buy, throughout
the very long life of your machine.
We are confident in offering you
unparalleled customer service.

Miele provides unique advantages to our customers with a combination of features
unparalleled in the appliance category, namely:

Visit The Miele Gallery
Miele Galleries are open to the
public to provide the complete Miele
experience and are located in four
cities across Canada: Montreal,
Toronto, Calgary, and Vancouver.
TOLL FREE:
1.800.565.6435
EMAIL:
customercare@miele.ca
HAVE QUESTIONS?
Please ask your
Miele Chartered Agent for more
information or go to miele.ca
Miele Custom Plans.
The chart below illustrates how you can
upgrade the benefits of ForeverCare.

Manufacturer-Direct Service.
If you ever have a problem with your Miele
machine, it’s our own Miele Factory
Service Technicians who take care of it.
Most problems can be solved on the first
visit, as we know the exact model you have
and carry the genuine Miele parts you will
need.
Extended Warranty
from the Manufacturer.
We want you to enjoy a long and troublefree experience with our machines. In
addition to the standard warranty, we have
Miele Extended Warranties. This
direct offer from Miele allows you to
increase your hassle free coverage up to
ten years. The extended warranty
relationship remains directly with Miele, so
you can deal with us if you have any issues.
Miele Delivery.
We offer delivery to your home ourselves.
We want to be with you every step of the
way, and your delivery is tracked with GPS
so we can provide you with a nearly exact
time of delivery.

Miele Certified Installation Program
We want your machine to work perfectly
from the first time you use it. So, we offer
Miele Certified Installation in your home
ourselves, with our fully Miele Certified
Installation Team. Installation can be
organized through the Miele Customer
Care Centre, and when you choose Miele
Certified Installation you will receive an
additional year (total 2 Yr) manufacturer’s
warranty on the appliance and the
installation.
Miele CareCollection.
To ensure you make the most of your Miele
appliance, we’ve created a range of
everyday and specialty products available
for purchase. From laundry detergent, to
dishwasher tablets and a variety of cooking
accessories, these products are designed
specifically for your appliance, ensuring
better results and a longer hassle-free
lifespan. mieleboutique.ca

Benefits

Miele Pricing

Miele Advantage

Miele Advantage Plus

One-on-one relationship with Miele Canada
Instant Access to Miele Customer Care Centre
Automatic Warranty Registration
1 Yr Manufacturer’s Warranty
2 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty
5 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty Included
10 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty Included
Miele Culinary Institute Events
Miele Culinary Institute: MasterChef Class
V.I.P Invitation to Miele Gallery Events
Miele CareCollection Bonus
Miele Email Concierge Service
Miele Complete Appliance Check-up
Miele Appliance Recycling Pick-up

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

with Purchase of Miele Installation

●

●
●
●

●
●

●

Priority Registration
Complimentary Pass

Priority Registration
Complimentary Pass Plus One

$25 Savings

$50 Value

●

●

●

●

●
●

Terms and conditions apply to Miele Pricing, Miele Advantage and Miele Advantage Plus benefits. Miele reserves the right to change these benefits at anytime. For full terms and conditions,
please visit www.miele.ca.
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Miele Gallery Vaughan
161 Four Valley Drive
Vaughan, ON
L4K 4V8
www.miele.ca
Email: galleryON@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462
Miele Gallery Vancouver
69 Smithe Street
Vancouver, BC
V6B 1C3
www.miele.ca
Email: galleryBC@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462
  
Galerie Miele Montreal
3055, rue Jules-Brilliant
Laval, QC
H7P 6B2
www.miele.ca
Email: galleryQC@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462
Miele Gallery Calgary
52 Aero Drive NE, Bldg 2, #114
Calgary, AB
T2E 8Z9
www.miele.ca
Email: galleryAB@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462

Customer Care:
Questions about your Miele Appliances?
Service à la clientèle:
Une question sur votre appareil Miele?
Email: customercare@miele.ca
Tel: 1.800.565.6435

Effective Date / Date Effective : 01/13
Note: Product information and prices subject to change
without notice. Please verify with latest information
on miele.ca.
Note: Les informations sur les produits ainsi que les prix
peuvent changer. Merci de verifier les dernières
informations sur le site miele.ca.

Miele dans le monde
Foreign Sales Companies
(A)
Miele Ges.m.b.H., Wals/Salzburg
(AUS)
Miele Australia Pty. Ltd., Melbourne
(B)
N.V. Miele S.A., Mollem
(CDN) Miele Limited, Vaughan/Ontario
(CH)
Miele AG, Spreitenbach
(CL)
Miele Electrodomésticos., Santiago de
Chile
(CN)
Miele Shanghai Trading Ltd., Shanghai
(CZ)
Miele spol.s.r.o., Brno
(D)
Miele & Cie. KG, Gütersloh
(DK)
Miele A/S, Glostrup/Copenhagen
(E)
Miele S.A., Alcobendas/Madrid
(EST)
Miele SIA Eesti filiaal, Tallinn
(F)
Miele S.A.S., Le Blanc-Mesnil/Paris
(FIN)
Miele Oy, Vantaa/Helsinki
(GB)
Miele Company Ltd., Abingdon
(GR)
Miele Hellas E.P.E., Psychiko-Athens
(H)
Miele Kft., Budapest
(HK)
Miele Hong Kong Ltd., Hong Kong
(HR)
Miele d.o.o., Zagreb
(I)
Miele Italia S.R.L., Eppan
(IND)	Miele Appliances India Private Ltd.,
New Delhi
(IRL)
Miele Ireland Ltd., Dublin
(J)
Miele Japan Corp., Meguro-ku/Tokyo
(KZ)
Miele Liability Partnership, Almaty
(L)
Miele s.à r.l., Luxembourg
(LT)
Miele SIA "Miele" Lietuvos filialas,
Vilnius
(LV)
Miele SIA, Riga
(MEX) Miele S.A. de C.V., Mexico City
(N)
Miele AS, Nesbru/Oslo
(NL)
Miele Nederland B.V., Vianen
(NZ)
Miele New Zealand Ltd., Auckland
(P)	Miele Portuguesa Lda.,
Carnaxide/Lisbon
(PL)
Miele Sp. z o. o., Warsaw
(RO)
Miele Appliances S.R.L., Otopeni
(ROK) Miele Korea Ltd., Seoul
(RU)
000 Miele CIS, Moscow
(S)
Miele AB, Solna/Stockholm
(SGP)
Miele Pte. Ltd., Singapore
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